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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this application report is to provide help setting up the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
controller of the Hercules™ TMS570 and RM4 microcontrollers. The Hercules microcontrollers from Texas
Instruments are 32-bit RISC microcontrollers based on the ARM® Cortex™-R4 core with an advanced
architecture and a rich peripheral set that supports on-chip diagnostics to aid developers of safety-oriented
systems.
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Introduction

1.1

MCRC Controller

2

The MCRC controller is a module that is used to perform CRC to verify the integrity of memory system. A
signature, representing the contents of the memory, is obtained when the contents of the memory are
read into the MCRC controller. The responsibility of the MCRC controller is to calculate the signature for a
set of data and then compare this value against a pre-determined good signature value.

1.2

Main Features
The Hercules CRC controller offers:
• Four channels to perform background signature verification on any memory sub-system, RAM or Flash
• Data compression on 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bit data size
• Maximum-length Parallel Signature Analysis Register (PSA) constructed based on a 64 bit primitive
polynomial
• Each channel has a CRC Value Register (CRC_REG) that contains the predetermined CRC value
• Event trigger from timer to initiate DMA data transfer
• Programmable 20-bit pattern counter-per-channel to count the number of data patterns for
compression
• Three modes of operation: auto, semi CPU and full CPU
• For each channel, CRC can be performed either by MCRC controller or by CPU
• Automatically perform signature verification without CPU intervention in AUTO mode
• Generate interrupt to CPU in semi-CPU mode to allow CPU to perform signature verification itself

Hercules is a trademark of Texas Instruments.
Cortex is a trademark of ARM Limited.
ARM is a registered trademark of ARM Limited.
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Generate CRC fail interrupt in AUTO mode if signature verification fails
Generate Timeout interrupt if CRC is not performed within the time limit
Generate DMA request per channel to initiate CRC value transfer

MCRC Block Diagram
Figure 1 gives a detailed view of the MCRC internal architecture. The MCRC controller provides four
channels to perform CRC calculation on multiple memories in parallel and can be used on any memory
system. Channel 1 can also be put into data-trace mode. In data-trace mode, the MCRC controller
compresses each data being read through the CPU read data bus.
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Figure 1. MCRC Internal Architecture
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Verification of Data Integrity Using MCRC
This section describes the configuration of the MCRC controller for verification of data integrity before the
data transfers between different memory locations.
The Hercules microcontroller is configured with the following parameters for the data transfer between two
RAM locations:
• MCRC controller in auto mode
• DMA configured for software trigger
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Successful signature verification triggers a software DMA request for data transfer between Memory1
and Memory2

Circuit Diagram
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Figure 2. Verification of Data Integrity Using MCRC Controller

2.2

MCRC Controller Setup
The MCRC controller provides four channels to perform CRC calculation on multiple memories in parallel
and can be used on any memory system. Channel 1 can also be put into data-trace mode. In data-trace
mode, MCRC controller compresses each data being read through the CPU read data bus.
The following configuration needs to be done for the MCRC controller for verifying data integrity.
• MCRC controller reset
• Configure the Pattern Count Register (PCOUNT_REG) and the Sector Count Register
(SCOUNT_REG)
• Configure the mode of operation of the MCRC controller
• Configure the interrupts

2.2.1

MCRC Controller Reset
The MCRC controller should be reset before configuring the MCRC controller for the verification of data
integrity. The reset condition resets the PSA Signature Register (PSA_SIGREG). Writing a 1 to the
channel (x) PSA software reset bit in the Global Control Register (GCTRL) resets the corresponding PSA
signature register for that CRC channel (x).
The following code snippet shows the CRC reset condition for channel 1.
*GCTRL = 0x01;
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Configuring MCRC Controller Registers and Counters
PSA Signature Register: This register can be both read and written. When it is written, it can either
compress the data or just capture the data depending on the state of CHx_MODE bits. When the PSA
signature register is read, it gives the calculated signature. Each time PSA signature register is written,
a signature is generated. The MCRC controller supports doubleword, word, half word and byte access
to the PSA signature register. During a non-doubleword write access, all unwritten byte lanes are
padded with zero’s before compression.
Note that comparison between the PSA signature register and the CRC value register is always in 64
bit because a compressed value is always expressed in 64 bit.
The PSA signature register is reset to zero under the following conditions:
– System reset
– PSA software reset
– One sector of data patterns are compressed
• CRC Value Register: This register stores the pre-determined CRC value. After one sector of data
patterns is compressed by the PSA signature register, the MCRC controller can automatically compare
the resulting signature stored at the PSA signature register with the pre-determined value stored at the
CRC value register.
• Pattern Count Registers (PCOUNT_REG): The data pattern counter is a 20 bit down counter and can
be pre-loaded with a programmable value stored in the pattern count register. When the data pattern
counter reaches zero automatic signature verification is performed in AUTO mode.
•

2.2.3

Configuring MCRC Controller Mode of Operation
The MCRC controller can operate in one of the following modes:
• AUTO Mode: In this mode, the MCRC controller, in conjunction with DMA controller, can perform CRC
totally without CPU intervention. A sustained transfer of data to both the PSA signature register and
the CRC value register are performed in the background of the CPU.
When a mismatch is detected, an interrupt is generated to the CPU. A 16 bit current sector ID register
is provided to identify which sector causes a CRC failure.
• Full-CPU Mode: In this mode, the CPU does the data patterns transfer and signature verification all by
itself. CPU performs data patterns transfer by reading data from the memory system to the PSA
signature register. After a certain number of data patterns are compressed, the CPU can read from the
PSA signature register and compare the calculated signature to the pre-determined CRC signature
value.
In full-CPU mode, neither interrupt nor DMA request is generated. All counters are also disabled.

2.2.4

Configuring MCRC Controller Interrupts
MCRC generates several types of interrupts per channel. There is an interrupt enable bit associated with
each interrupt. However, no interrupt is generated in full-CPU mode.
• CRC fail interrupt is generated in AUTO mode only. When the signature verification fails, the CRC fail
flag is set; the CPU should take action to address the fail condition and clear the CRC fail flag after it
resolves the CRC mismatch.
• Overrun Interrupt is generated if a CRC fail is detected then the current sector number is recorded in
the current sector register. If the CRC fail status bit is not cleared and the current sector register is not
read by the host CPU before another CRC fail is detected for another sector, then an overrun interrupt
is generated.
• An under-run interrupt only occurs in AUTO mode. The interrupt is generated when the CRC value
register is not updated with the corresponding signature when the data pattern counter finishes
counting.
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Timeout interrupt ensures that the memory system is examined within a pre-defined time frame and no
loss of incoming data. There is a 24-bit timeout counter per CRC channel. The 24-bit timeout down
counter can be pre-loaded with two different pre-load values: watchdog timeout pre-load value
(CRC_WDTOPLDx) and block complete timeout pre-load value (CRC_BCTOPLDx).
– Watchdog Timeout Pre-load Register (CRC_WDTOPLDx) is used to check if DMA does supply a
block of data responding to a request in a given time frame.
– Block Complete Timeout Pre-Load Register (CRC_BCTOPLDx) is used to check if one complete
block of data patterns are compressed within a specific time frame.

DMA Controller Setup
The MCRC controller is used in AUTO mode here on the DMA request for data transfer from the Memory
1 for signature calculation and another DMA request for signature verification. On successful signature
verification, a third DMA request is generated for the actual data transfer from memory 1 to memory 2.
The DMA controller configuration: For channel 1 signature calculation.
• Source address: Memory 1 to be verified
• Destination address: Channel 1 PSA signature register
• Source addressing mode: Post increment addressing mode
• Destination addressing mode: Constant addressing mode
• Trigger type: Software trigger from CPU
• Autoinitiation disabled
The DMA controller configuration: For channel 2 for signature verification.
• Source address: Memory 1
• Destination address: CRC value register
• Source addressing mode: Constant addressing mode
• Destination addressing mode: Constant addressing mode
• Trigger type: Hardware trigger from CPU
• Autoinitiation disabled
The DMA controller configuration: For channel 3 for data transfer from memory 1 to memory 2.
• Source address: Memory 1
• Destination address: Memory 2
• Source addressing mode: Post increment addressing mode
• Destination addressing mode: Post increment addressing mode
• Trigger type: Software trigger from CPU
• Autoinitiation disabled

2.4

MCRC Controller Working
The PSA signature register compresses an incoming data pattern into a signature when it is written. When
one sector of data patterns are written into PSA signature register, a final signature corresponding to the
sector is obtained. The CRC value register stores the pre-determined signature corresponding to one
sector of data patterns. The calculated signature and the pre-determined signature are then compared to
each other for signature verification. To minimize the CPU’s involvement, data patterns transfer can be
carried out at the background of the CPU using the DMA controller. The 64-bit PSA signature register is
based on the primitive polynomial found in Equation 1 to produce the maximum Length Linear Feedback
Shift Register (LFSR).
f (x ) = x64 + x4 + x3 + x + 1
(1)
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The incoming data pattern to the PSA signature register is typically initiated by the DMA master. When
DMA is properly setup, it would read data from the pre-determined memory system and write them to the
memory mapped PSA signature register. Each time the PSA signature register is written, a signature is
generated. The CPU itself can also perform data transfer by reading from the memory system and perform
write operation to the PSA signature register if the CPU has enough throughputs to handle data patterns
transfer. After system reset and when AUTO mode is enabled, the MCRC controller automatically
generates a DMA request to request the pre-determined CRC value corresponding to the first sector of
memory to be checked.
In AUTO mode, when one sector of data patterns is compressed, the signature stored at the PSA
signature register is first copied to the PSA Sector Signature Register (PSA_SECSIGREG) and the PSA
signature register is then cleared out to all zeros. An automatic signature verification is then performed by
comparing the signature stored at the PSA sector signature register to the CRC value register. After the
comparison, the MCRC controller can generate a DMA request. Upon receiving the DMA request, the
DMA controller will update the CRC value register by transferring the next pre-determined signature value
associated with the next sector of memory system. If the signature verification fails, then the MCRC
controller can generate a CRC fail interrupt.
In full-CPU mode, no DMA request and interrupt are generated at all. The number of data patterns to be
compressed is determined by the CPU itself. Full-CPU mode is useful when the DMA controller is not
available to perform background data patterns transfer. The OS can periodically generate a software
interrupt to the CPU and use the CPU to accomplish data transfer and signature verification.

2.5

Configuration Steps for Data Transfer Between Peripherals Using DMA
Configure the MCRC controller:
1. Reset the MCRC
2. Initialize the pattern count register
3. Initialize the sector count register
4. Configure the mode of the CRC channel
5. Configure the time out registers
6. Configure the MCRC interrupts
Configure the DMA controller:
1. Reset the DMA
2. Initialize the DMA RAM
3. Enable the DMA controller
4. Configure the DMA channel 1
5. Configure the DMA channel 2
6. Begin the data integrity verification by generating software DMA request for DMA channel 1.
7. Start the data transfer by generating the software DMA request for DMA channel 2 on successful
signature verification.
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2.6

Software Listing and Description
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Figure 3. Software Flow
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